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Renee Dale, PhD
2022
February
	New preprint on some graduate work integrating mathematical modeling into an introductory biology CURE lab.
	I started beta testing the educational game with some local high school students. Hope to start testing educational objectives soon, and have it available for use!

January
	I received a travel award to attend PlantBiology2022 conference this year. Looking forward to an in-person conference!
	I received a Finding Your Inner Modeler travel and training award to support my work with Dr Mosher at the University of Arizona. Looking forward to the 5th year of FYIM this fall in Chicago.

2021
Proving challenging to keep this updated throughout the pandemic!
December
	Our paper detailing Ten simple rules for creating a scientific web application is out! Here we addressed several potential pitfalls and difficulties with developing scientific web apps. You can read more about my web apps here.

November
	I gave a seminar at the University of Arizona on how modeling helps us understand biological complexity. I was invited to speak by Dr Mosher, and we worked on some collaboration - the results seem interesting so far!

October
	I was able to attend and present a poster on some work at the Gordon Research Conference on Stochastic Physics in Biology. This was my first GRC, and I had a great time. I hadn’t met any biophysicists prior to my postdoc (my fellowship mentor is a biophysicist), but I think there’s a lot of overlap in my work/interests with both biophysics and math biology!

July
	I presented my work on statistical modeling of root distributions at the Society for Mathematical Biology 2021 online meeting. This was a fun project and I hope to share it soon!

-> May
	Big news - I received an NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship! I will be studying the relationship between mathematical modeling parametric variability and phenotypic plasticity.
	New preprint: Overcoming the challenges to enhancing experimental plant biology with computational modeling! Will be published soon. This was my first time leading a review, and it was both challenging and rewarding to work with so many people at once. Many of the authors are involved in the Modeling and Beyond community too.
	I received an Education and Outreach grant from the Society for Mathematical Biology to develop another educational video game! This has a similar theme as the larger game I am developing with the ASPB funds, but highlights different concepts. Will be debuting this summer!

2020
February - September
Been a few months since I updated, I think we all know why …
	Collaborative incubator website InitMathBio is finally up! I never thought I’d actually complete it.. chalk it up to quarantine free time. More soon!
	I received a grant to develop an educational video game from ASPB! So excited to see this come to life, and hopefuly help others overcome math anxiety through seeing the magic of math! Check out my interview on the Danforth Center blog. I’ll be doing my own writeup soon, maybe even with a demo!
	Myself and Dr Amogh Jalihal have started an online community for early-career modelers. You can read more about our vision for this community on my blog: https://iambecomecomputational.com/2020/07/01/modeling-and-beyond/
	The workshop continued to be held for the online PlantBiology meeting in late July. We found that an in-person format would be better for what we had planned (a little too many surveys). Check out the materials and outline here.
	I’ve been developing a searchable database for DivsersifyPlantScience!
	I talked about one of my postdoctoral research projects at the PB2020 online meeting - check out my abstract - I’m overly optimistic in my productivity, and hoping to have something out soon….
	In March, right before lockdown, I attended the QCB Cell Modeling Workshop in California! I worked with the soon-to-be Dr. Yan Gong - although it was his first collaboration with a modeler, the communication was on point, and we nearly completed an entire model! Hope to share this work soon.
	At the same workshop, I also did another test-run of my collaborative matching program, this time on a very diverse group of modelers and experimentalists. We found that it did about as well as hand-matching, but significantly easier on the organizers. Hope to share a writeup and code on this soon.

January
	My workshop for PB2020, “Discovering the rules of life through computational plant biology – utilizing dynamical mathematical models”, was accepted! Learn more here
	My paper “Modeling and analysis of the firefly luciferase reaction and a G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway with ordinary differential equations increases self confidence in mathematical cell biology for novice graduate students” was accepted for publication in Letters in Biomathematics! That makes 11.

2019
December
	I graduated from my PhD program! Now you must call me doctor.
	I’ve been developing a searchable fellowship database for Cientifico Latino!

November
	I’ve been developing a stochastic simulation of genetic drift and selection using Hardy Weinberg’s model!

September
	My website focusing on developing collaborative relationships between mathematicians and biologists is up in its initial iteration. Feedback is greatly appreciated! You can join the database through the site. It’s fully searchable, by keyword(s) or by your profile.

August
	I’ll be leading a collaborative workshop on Computational Plant Biology at PB2019 in San Jose! If you can’t attend, but want to be involved, head here to access the non-attendee survey!

July
	I’ll be presenting a poster at the Carnegie Postdoctoral Association ECR conference that precedes Plant Biology 2019!
	I’m starting work as a postdoc at Danforth plant science center in St Louis!
	I defended my dissertation on 7/3, titled “Dynamical modeling in cell biology using ordinary differential equations”. I talked about my work modeling split luciferase in vivo, estimating enzymatic parameters with a model (first time a method is developed!), modeling the plant cell cycle and endoreplication, and my TAR research project for CIRTL!

June
	I attended FYIM year 3, another great collaborative format!

May
	My new paper on a method to determine enzymatic parameters using a math model is published in Biochemistry!
	I attended the Probability Meets Biology collaborative workshop at Bath University! It was fun and I learned a lot, a fan of this format!

March
	I will be leading my workshop Mathematical Plant Biology: A Collaborative Session at Plant Biology 2019
	I will be hosting my special session Current Challenges in Mathematical Biology att the Association for Women in Math Research Symposium 2019 next month

2018
August
	I received a travel fellowship to attend the European Student Council Symposium in Athens, Greece next month!
	I will be presenting at Finding Your Inner Modeler year 2 this month

July
	My article on using Bayesian statistics to estimate parameters for a system of SDEs was accepted
	I received funding from LSU Biograds to validate my ODE-generating algorithm

June
	My proposed session for the Association for Women in Math research symposium in April was accepted! It will be a collaborative speed-dating session at the intersection of math and biology!
	I will be chairing the Epidemiology session at SMB next Tuesday!
	I received the Society for Mathematical Biology Education and Outreach Grant to develop my video game: “Video game for the promotion of plant biology and quantitative skill development in high school students”!

May
	I will be presenting my research on my ODE-generating algorithm at BAMM! later this month!

April
	I received the LSU McDaniel Scholarship to attend ASPB 2018!
	I will be attending SMB2018 thanks to being awarded the Landhal Travel Grant!
	Looking forward to attending a Women in Math networking event at NIMBioS!

March
	New simulation illustrating the relationship between available co2, absorption spectra, light energy, and photosynthesis
	My 2018 Sigma Xi Research Showcase presentation is live!
	I was featured in the April newsletter of the LSU Women in Science group!
	Blog post: Introduction to Bayesian Statistics, Part 1
	New preprint: Hierarchical modeling of the effect of pre-exposure prophylaxis on HIV in the US
	Check out my interview with Dr. Huo of the University of Florida on using Bayesian statistics for meta-analysis of genomic data
	I’m going to NextProf 2018 at University of Michigan!
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